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Executive Summary
● On November 25, a U.S. municipal water authority confirmed that one of

its booster stations had suffered an attack by a threat actor group known
as CyberAv3ngers, which analysts believe acts in support of Iranian
geopolitical interests.

● The attack compromised a programmable logic controller (PLC) for a
water pressure monitoring and regulation system, but officials noted that
the incident did not threaten local water supplies.

● The SecurityScorecard Threat Research, Intelligence, Knowledge, and
Engagement (STRIKE) Team researched the incident further using
SecurityScorecard’s attribution data, Attack Surface Intelligence module,
and access to a strategic partner’s network flow (NetFlow) data.

● The STRIKE Team’s research suggests that suspicious activity experienced
by a water authority-attributed IP before the attack may have originated
from the following Iranian IP addresses:

○ 88.135.36[.]82
○ 5.144.130[.]35
○ 217.144.104[.]53
○ 31.7.73[.]176
○ 217.144.107[.]183
○ 185.143.233[.]120

Background
On November 25, the U.S. municipal water authority of Aliquippa, Pennsylvania
confirmed that one of its booster stations had suffered an attack by a threat
actor group known as CyberAv3ngers, which analysts believe acts in support of
Iranian geopolitical interests. Prior to the U.S. incident, the group claimed
similar attacks against ten Israeli water treatment facilities on October 30. And
on November 28, the group posted a message to its Telegram channel (also
displayed on the device affected by the recent attack) declaring, “Every
Equipment ‘ Made In Israel ‘ Is Cyber Av3ngers Legal Target!” in an apparent
reference to the Israeli components of the Unitronics PLCs targeted in the
groups’ attacks.
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https://www.cbsnews.com/pittsburgh/news/municipal-water-authority-of-aliquippa-hacked-iranian-backed-cyber-group/
https://www.cbsnews.com/pittsburgh/news/municipal-water-authority-of-aliquippa-hacked-iranian-backed-cyber-group/
https://x.com/CyberAveng3rs/status/1718970041616543922?s=20


State-affiliated Iranian hacking groups have been known for their involvement
in defacements, distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, and targeting
specific critical infrastructures for over a decade. One notable early example of
such activity was the 2013 breach of the Bowman Dam in New York. These
groups have historically increased their activities during periods of heightened
geopolitical tension like the current conflict in Gaza. The technical
sophistication of these groups’ operations—especially those exploiting PLC or
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems in general and
Israeli-designed systems in particular—has evolved over time.

Although the attack compromised a programmable logic controller (PLC) for a
water pressure monitoring and regulation system, officials have noted that the
incident did not threaten local water supplies. A CISA advisory published in
response to the attack on November 28 suggests that the affected device was
exposed to the wider Internet over the default port for such devices (TCP port
20256) and still used the default password (“1111”), which may have rendered it
particularly vulnerable to attack.

To derive further insights, STRIKE Team researchers analyzed
SecurityScorecard’s attribution data, Attack Surface Intelligence module, and
related NetFlow data obtained from a strategic partner.

Findings
The STRIKE Team’s research suggests that the IP address SecurityScorecard
attributes to the affected water authority experienced suspicious activity in the
month leading up to this attack and that this activity may have originated from
the following Iranian IP addresses:

● 88.135.36[.]82
● 5.144.130[.]35
● 217.144.104[.]53
● 31.7.73[.]176
● 217.144.107[.]183
● 185.143.233[.]120
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https://securityscorecard.com/research/israel-ics-cri/
https://securityscorecard.com/research/deep-dark-web-collections-regarding-israel-hamas-war/
https://securityscorecard.com/research/hacktivist-involvement-in-israel-hamas-war-reflects-possible-shift-in-threat-actor-focus/
https://securityscorecard.com/research/claims-of-attacks-against-israeli-scada-systems/
https://www.cisa.gov/news-events/alerts/2023/11/28/exploitation-unitronics-plcs-used-water-and-wastewater-systems


Methodology
Researchers first consulted SecurityScorecard’s ratings platform to identify IP
addresses attributed to the water authority targeted in the attack. The affected
organization’s digital footprint only contains one IP address, so researchers next
collected a one-month traffic sample for that address using a strategic partner’s
NetFlow data.

The resulting traffic sample suggests that in the month leading up to the
incident, four IP addresses communicated with the water authority-attributed
IP address particularly frequently and that these communications may reflect
activity linked to the attack. The following four IP addresses were responsible
for more than half (180 of 308) of the flows in the sample:

● 45.115.115[.]158
● 103.143.208[.]192
● 45.232.73[.]84
● 154.70.207[.]242

Each of the above IP addresses may have served as proxies for traffic from other
locations. The partner furnishing the sample linked 45.115.115[.]158 to a virtual
private network (VPN), and the findings in SecurityScorecard’s Attack Surface
Intelligence module appear to support a similar conclusion, as Attack Surface
Intelligence observes PPTP (a VPN protocol) to be one of the services in use at
the same IP address.
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Image 1: Attack Surface Intelligence observes a VPN protocol in use at one IP address
that communicated repeatedly with the IP address attributed to the water authority

targeted in the recent incident.

Attack Surface Intelligence also indicates that a VPN server is in use at
45.232.73[.]84, another of the four IP addresses that appear especially frequently
in the traffic sample.
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Image 2: Attack Surface Intelligence observes an OpenVPN Access Server in use at
another of the traffic sample’s most frequently-appearing IP addresses.

Public sources have additionally noted that both of the other two IP addresses
that appeared especially regularly in the traffic sample, 103.143.208[.]192 and
154.70.207[.]242, correspond to commercial servers that could, despite being
located in Vietnam and Morocco respectively, act as proxies for traffic from
elsewhere in the world.
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https://scamalytics.com/ip/103.143.208.192
https://scamalytics.com/ip/154.70.207.242


Threat actors often route their traffic through VPNs, other proxy services, and
compromised hosts to conceal the actual IP address and location from which
their activity originates. Therefore, communication between IP addresses linked
to such services and an IP address attributed to an organization that recently
suffered a cyber incident in the weeks before that incident may reflect activity
linked to it, (including probing or other reconnaissance).

The cybersecurity vendors that contribute detections to public cybersecurity
information-sharing platform VirusTotal have also previously linked all four IP
addresses to malicious activity. This may cast further suspicion upon their
frequent communication with the IP address attributed to the
recently-attacked water authority.
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Images 3-6: Four of the most-frequently appearing IP addresses in the water
authority’s traffic sample have detections for malicious activity in VirusTotal.

Bearing in mind that previous analysis has assessed that CyberAv3ngers likely
acts in the interest of the Islamic Republic of Iran, researchers next collected
additional samples of traffic involving these four IP addresses to identify
possible links to Iran. They limited these samples to a ten-minute window
surrounding the periods in which the IP addresses communicated with the
water authority-attributed IP address and then searched the resulting samples
for IP addresses located in Iran. This yielded a total of 368 Iranian IP addresses
that communicated with the four suspicious IP addresses identified previously.
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Given that it would be unlikely for all 368 of the resulting Iranian IP addresses to
have been involved in malicious activity (there are, after all, legitimate uses for
VPNs), researchers next sought to narrow the results further and focus on those
most likely to have been involved in activity targeting the water authority. For
this, researchers compared each of the suspicious IP addresses’ traffic samples
and selected only those Iranian IP addresses that appeared in more than one of
the suspicious IP addresses that communicated with the target organization.
This could suggest that they communicated with the suspicious IP addresses
that in turn communicated with the water authority more than once, which
may indicate that threat actors traffic from them to the water authority by way
of the suspicious IPs appearing in the original traffic sample. This yielded the six
Iranian IP addresses listed in the Findings section above.

Of those six, four (88.135.36[.]82, 217.144.104[.]53, 217.144.107[.]183, and
185.143.233[.]120) additionally have detections in VirusTotal, which further
suggests their involvement in malicious activity. A member of the VirusTotal
community has additionally linked one (217.144.104[.]53)to Iranian nation-state
cyber activity, including it in a graph titled “IRGC APT35;” IRGC is the usual
abbreviation for Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, the branch of the Iranian
armed forces believed to be responsible for the cyber activity attributed to the
advanced persistent threat group tracked as APT35.
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https://www.virustotal.com/gui/ip-address/217.144.104.53/community


Images 7-10: VirusTotal contributors have previously linked four of the observed
Iranian IP addresses to malicious activity, including Iranian APT activity.

While an APT group may be unlikely to reuse the same infrastructure once it
has been linked to the group’s activity, these findings may nonetheless suggest
that the IP addresses listed have been involved in recent malicious activity
originating from the IRGC, even if APT35 is not responsible for these more
recent operations.
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Conclusion
While it does not appear to have had an impact on water supplies, the recent
attack may highlight significant cybersecurity challenges within the United
States, especially at the local level. Local and municipal governments and
utilities are often less equipped to defend against sophisticated cyber threats,
making them attractive targets for state-sponsored actors.

As these threats continue to evolve, the need for continuous monitoring of the
threat landscape, increased vigilance at the perimeter, and preparedness for
the eventuality of an incident will likely increase. In addition to the security
improvements CISA recommended in its November 28 advisory, monitoring
networks for evidence of communication with the IP addresses identified above
may help organizations defend against activity like the recent water authority
attack.
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